
CHS2580 PRACTICAL
Week 3

Introduction
Clone the week3 project from GitHub via the command:

git clone git://github.com/carlpulley/chs2580-week3.git

After cloning this code, remember you need to run:

• bundle install to ensure all gem requirements are installed

• rake db:migrate to ensure all database migrations have ran

• rake db:test:load to ensure your test databases have the development schemas ap-
plied

• rake db:seed to ensure your development databases are populated appropriately

• rake test:units to ensure that all your unit tests1 have ran

By running the Rails application, you can then view and navigate the data analysis report.

For each of the following questions, a separate Git branch needs to be created (see the 
question for the branch name). 

Important Note: without exception, all code that you generate for a specific answer is to 
be on the question related branch.

Questions
1. All code changes for this question should be placed on a Git branch named plugin.

a. what other WordPress plugins can you identify (up to plugin version number)?

b. for each plugin that you have identified, update the Rails application so that:

• the plugin source code can be downloaded and checked

• a cross-view comparison of the plugin source code against Apache logged URLs 
is performed

• all observations of interest should be noted and appropriate unit tests written to 
assert your observations/conclusions
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1 Remember to check the output from running your unit tests very carefully!



2. All code changes for this question should be placed on a Git branch named scan.

a. finish off analysing the world of warcraft scans

b. what other types of scanning can you detect?

c. for each type of scan that you have identified, update the Rails application so that:

• any regularity or other types of scan patterns are made clear

• where appropriate, scans should be grouped so that distributed scanning patterns  
are evident 

• all observations of interest should be noted and appropriate unit tests written to 
assert your observations/conclusions 

3. All code changes for this question should be placed on a Git branch named rss.

a. what other IP addresses have interacted with RSS news feeds hosted on the 
Apache server?

b. for each IP address that you have identified, update the Rails application so that:

• any regularity or other types of patterns are made clear

• all observations of interest should be noted and appropriate unit tests written to 
assert your observations/conclusions

c. 3 gaps in the periodic refresh rate for IP address 10.0.1.2 are clearly visible. Possi-
ble explanations for these gaps are as follows:

• the news feed client machine is mobile

• the news feed client software process has been halted

• the news feed client machine has been shutdown

By examining the Apache log files only, can you find evidence to support or dis-
count the above theories? Ensure all reasoning is supported by appropriate graphs, 
unit tests and documentation.
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